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It has been more than a century since Paul Ehrlich,
in 1885, and later his student Edwin Goldmann,
proposed that a barrier existed between the CNS and
the peripheral circulation.1 While studying the limited permeation of potassium ferrocyanate into the
brain in 1900, Lewandowsky coined the term bluthirnschranke, blood– brain barrier (BBB).1 The
BBB is considered the gatekeeper of the CNS, whose
main role is to maintain the fragile homeostasis of the
brain designed by segregating the CNS from the systemic circulation.
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FUNCTIONAL ANATOMY OF THE BLOOD–
BRAIN BARRIER The BBB is composed of endo-

thelial cells, pericytes, astrocytes, neurons, and the
extracellular matrix (ECM), which are collectively
known as the neurovascular unit (NVU). BBB endothelial cells lack fenestrations, have tight junctions
(TJs), have minimal pinocytotic activity, and express
a number of enzymes capable of degrading both
harmful and therapeutic molecules. They also have
increased mitochondrial content, which is required
for the multiple energy-dependent processes involved
in nutrient support and protection of the brain.1–3
Pericytes are vascular smooth-muscle-lineage cells
that occur as solitary cells embedded in the basement
membrane of microvessels and have their own characteristic morphology.4 Both the endothelial cells
and pericytes are surrounded by the basal lamina,
which is 30- to 40-nm contiguous with the plasma
membranes of astrocyte end-feet. The basal lamina
supports and anchors cells via adhesion receptors and
regulates intercellular communication. Astrocytes
play a very important role not only in BBB support
and its maintenance but also in neuron–NVU interactions. Under conditions of ischemia, there is a disruption of the bidirectional communication between
microvessels and neurons with the participation of
the intervening astrocytes.3 The greater the distance
between the microvessels and the neurons [(m ⫺ n)
distance], the higher the likelihood of being prone to
ischemic injury.3 Microglial cells are basically the
macrophages of the CNS and have the potential to

release immunoregulatory, inflammatory, and cytotoxic mediators5 and thereby influence the BBB.6 Activation upon insult to the brain causes the “resting”
microglia to change from small bodies with long–
thin processes to a phagocytic form with stubby processes. The ECM is composed of structural proteins,
which are susceptible to enzymatic degradation. Endothelial cells, pericytes, and astrocytes express the
integrin and dystroglycan families of matrix adhesion
receptors, which adhere to the ECM and serve to
mediate NVU function.1
BBB changes in ischemic stroke, reperfusion injury,
and hemorrhagic transformation. Ischemic stroke,

reperfusion injury, and hemorrhagic transformation
(HT) all involve disruption of the BBB (figure 1).
Our understanding of the biochemical pathways, as
well as genomic and ultrastructural changes at the
level of the BBB, is still evolving.
Impact of ischemia. One of the major events of cerebral ischemia is energy failure due to a lack of glucose
and oxygen. Energy failure, in turn, leads to a cascade
of events, including depletion of adenosine triphosphate (ATP), a decrease in Na⫹-K⫹ ATPase (sodiumpotassium adenosine triphosphatase) activity, a rise in
intracellular potassium, lactic acidosis, and release of
extracellular glutamate, all of which can result in BBB
disruption.7
Endothelial swelling may occur within minutes to
hours of ischemic onset, leading to narrowing of the
internal diameter of the blood vessel. Lactic acidosis
also directly contributes to swelling of endothelial
cells, neurons, and astrocytes. Experimentally it
has been shown that after microsphere-induced cerebral embolism, there is a decrease in occludin
and zonula occludens-1 at the level of the TJs,
contributing to increases in paracellular permeability.8 Furthermore, induction of proteases (i.e.,
tissue plasminogen activator [tPA], matrix metalloproteinases [MMPs], cathepsins, and heparanases) contributes to BBB ECM degradation. Such
enzyme induction may further perpetuate BBB TJ
permeability and anoikis (i.e., apoptosis induced
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Figure 1

Schematic representation of blood–brain barrier (BBB) changes in
acute ischemic stroke

Thrombolytics (IV as well as intra-arterial) can amplify the risk of hemorrhagic transformation secondary to reperfusion injury.

by detachment of cells from the ECM) through
integrin-mediated mechanisms.9
Microvessel and inflammatory MMP-9 responses
have been associated with basal lamina type IV collagen degradation and blood extravasation.3 Even
though astrocytes are more resistant to glucose deprivation than neurons, the ischemic environment
causes endothelial cells to lose contact with the astrocyte feet.10
Adding to further insult is nitric oxide (NO), a
free radical and neurotoxin with powerful vasodilatory properties that can form reactive oxide species
and can exacerbate DNA damage and endothelial injury. The astrocytes themselves express NO synthase
during cerebral ischemia, which in turn contributes
to peroxynitrate formation and BBB breakdown.7
Microvascular leukocyte accumulation has been
shown to occur as early as 30 minutes after permanent middle cerebral artery (MCA) occlusion. 11
Even at the genomic level, changes start to occur
within minutes of arterial occlusion. There is an increased expression of early response genes (e.g., c-jun,
c-fos), and hours later this is followed by an increase
in heat-shock genes (e.g., Hsp70, Hsp72). These
genes may have a role in neural plasticity and may
serve as an important target for future therapy.11
Within the ischemic penumbra, apoptotic pathways are induced through both caspase-dependent
(ATP-dependent) and caspase-independent mechanisms. 12 Proinflammatory cytokines such as
interleukin-1 and tissue necrosis factor–␣ are induced and are followed by chemokines, which are
associated with an activated endothelium (e.g.,
monocyte chemoattractant protein-1, cytokineinduced neutrophil chemoattractant).12 This leads to
leukocyte recruitment and extravasation, thereby further enhancing inflammatory activity and toxic free

radical production.12 Therefore, the various previously discussed mechanisms initiated during the
ischemic cascade have a significant impact on the
BBB.12
Impact of reperfusion. Reperfusion is essential for
brain tissue survival; it also contributes to additional
tissue damage and has the potential for HT.12 Reperfusion injury has been defined in numerous ways,
including activation of endothelium, excess production of oxygen free radicals, inflammatory responses
and leukocyte recruitment, increase in cytokine production, and edema formation. Common among
these mechanisms is BBB disruption.13
Depending upon the duration and severity of
ischemia, degree of reperfusion, and type of stroke
animal model, it is proposed that there are 3 stages of
paracellular permeability after reperfusion. Stage 1 is
reactive hyperemia, which constitutes a loss of cerebral autoregulation, increased BBB permeability, and
acute elevation in regional cerebral blood flow. Stage
2 is hypoperfusion (no-reflow effect), which occurs
immediately after the stage of hyperemia and is attributed to continued cerebral metabolic depression,
microvascular obstruction, occlusion via swelling of
endothelial cells and astrocytic end-feet, and formation of endothelial microvilli. This causes nutritional
deficiency in brain tissue and enhances neutrophil
adhesion, with subsequent inflammatory activity.
These events directly contribute to stage 3, increased
paracellular permeability, which occurs as a biphasic
response. The first phase occurs 3 to 8 hours postreperfusion and is attributed to increased inflammatory and oxidative stress on the BBB, along with
enzymatic degradation of the ECM. The second
phase occurs 18 to 96 hours post-reperfusion and
coincides with the increased vasogenic edema and
angiogenesis. Compared with stage 1, hyperemia,
which is associated with cytotoxic edema, the biphasic response of stage 3 is associated with vasogenic
edema. In contrast to cytotoxic edema, vasogenic
edema is associated with alterations in BBB TJs, resulting in increased permeability to macromolecules,
allowing movement from intracellular to extracellular spaces.10
These 3 stages of reperfusion injury have also
been demonstrated by radiologic studies.13,14 In an
animal study, the apparent diffusion coefficient images were studied in a rat with a transiently occluded
MCA, which was reperfused after 30 minutes and
followed for at least 24 hours.14 The apparent diffusion coefficient was found to be decreased by the end
of the ischemic event and then improved during
the next few hours of reperfusion, only to decrease
again at 24 hours, demonstrating secondary ischemic injury.14
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Figure 2

Blood-brain barrier disruption in brain tumors

A 43-year-old man (A) with glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) underwent blood–brain barrier disruption (BBBD) via left vertebral artery catheter angiography (a). Within 30 minutes, contrast-enhanced CT was performed, demonstrating enhancement in the cortex of the bilateral posterior cerebral arterial (PCA) distributions (dashed arrows denote normal cortical
enhancement on the left side) with enhancing tumor margins surrounding the posterior horn of the right lateral ventricle
(arrows, b, c), as noted on postcontrast T1-weighted MRI (d). A 34-year-old man (B) with GBM underwent right internal
carotid artery (ICA) catheter BBBD (a), with resultant right middle cerebral arterial (MCA) distribution enhancement (dotted
arrows, b) that spares the ACA distributions (dotted outline, c); note the lack of cross-filling into the A1 segment of the right
ACA, as well as the right MCA, via the anterior communicating artery and the lack of PCA distribution cortical enhancement
(a). The next day, the patient underwent catheter BBBD via the left ICA, with demonstration of bilateral ACA distribution
cortical enhancement (dotted arrows, c), which may be attributable to the good cross-filling into the bilateral ACAs as well
as the A1 segment of the right ACA and right MCA, seen via the left ICA (d).

BBB changes during HT. HT is a common and
natural consequence of infarction and is likely a
multifactorial phenomenon. Structurally, evidence
suggests that the fundamental mechanism leading to
blood extravasation is disruption of the BBB. Studies
have suggested that the cascade related to reperfusion
injury and oxidative stress, leukocyte infiltration,
vascular activation, and dysregulated extracellular
proteolysis acts as a potential trigger of HT by
undermining the integrity of both basal lamina
and endothelial TJs.15 These animal-based proposed mechanisms have also been substantiated in
human studies, as evidenced by high MMP-9 levels
that independently predicted HT in patients.16 Furthermore, free radical production and MMP induction induce the activity of each other.

Clinical implication of BBB disruption. In neuro-

oncology, BBB disruption and convection-enhanced
delivery have emerged as leading investigational deS54
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livery techniques for the treatment of malignant
brain tumors.17 BBB disruption can be visualized by
both head CT and MRI (figures 2 and 3). Similarly,
BBB disruption in acute ischemic stroke has been
demonstrated as contrast enhancement on head CT
(figure 4) as well as MRI. In a study using brain
MRI,13 the BBB disruption was evident by delayed
gadolinium enhancement of CSF space in fluidattenuated inversion recovery images and was termed
as hyperintense acute reperfusion marker (HARM).
It was demonstrated in 47 (33%) of 144 patients
with ischemic stroke. Reperfusion was found to be
the strongest independent predictor of early BBB disruption. HARM has also been associated with HT
and worse clinical outcome, but reperfusion was not
independently associated with poor outcome.
Both HT and early BBB disruption were more
common in patients treated with recombinant tissue
plasminogen activator (r-tPA) than those not treated.

Figure 3

Blood-brain barrier disruption in brain tumors

A 39-year-old woman underwent left internal carotid artery (ICA) blood–brain barrier disruption (BBBD) (A), with (as
expected) resultant left-sided cortical enhancement on contrast-enhanced CT (CECT) (B, dotted arrows), likely with
mild left-sided cortical enhancement in the posterior cerebral arterial (PCA) distribution, as there is a prominent left
posterior communicating artery supplying the left PCA (dot-dash outline, B). Postcontrast T1-weighted MRI (C)
showed enhancement in foci that correspond to those visualized on the post-BBBD CECT (solid arrows, B, C), with a
moderate amount of edema surrounding the right frontal lesion and evidence of spread through the genu of the corpus
callosum on fluid-attenuated inversion recovery MRI (D).

The median time estimate of BBB disruption from
onset of ischemia was proposed to be 3.8 hours, thus
making it important to attempt to reduce complications associated with acute thrombolytic therapy,
broadening the therapeutic window and improving
clinical outcome.13 In a retrospective analysis of MRI
performed in ischemic stroke patients, it was suggested that early parenchymal and vascular enhancement of the stroke lesion, suggestive of BBB
disruption, is predictive of symptomatic HT, especially after tPA administration.18
Several mechanisms are postulated for contrast
extravasation and hemorrhage related to contrast
agents.19 The most convincing of them includes contrast toxicity on basal lamina, a structural barrier associated with disruption of the BBB. It results in
extravasation of cellular blood elements from microvessels that, in turn, causes contrast extravasation
(defined as hyperdensity suggestive of contrast
[Hounsfield unit ⬎90]) seen at 24 hours (figure 4A).
In comparison, contrast enhancement is caused by
leakage of contrast medium from vessels into the extracellular spaces, as a result of increased permeability
of the BBB. The hyperdensity on head CT secondary
to contrast enhancement typically clears within 24
hours (figure 4B). Contrast extravasation has been
shown to have a stronger association with HT as well
as a poor prognosis.20
Effect of r-tPA on BBB. Recombinant tissue plasminogen activator (r-tPA) is an endogenously synthesized extracellular protease and is also a signaling
molecule in the brain. It mediates matrix remodeling
during brain development and plasticity. HT seen
with r-tPA may be an effect of its thrombolytic ac-

tion. However, it is also suggested that thrombolytic
treatment may exacerbate BBB disruption. It might
lead to MMP activation, degradation of the ECM,
and alteration of endothelial function. This would
promote inflammation by interacting with NMDAtype glutamate receptor and potentially amplify excitotoxic calcium currents.21 The risks of HT
secondary to reperfusion injury are certainly amplified with the use of IV or intra-arterial thrombolytics
vs mechanical thrombectomy alone (figure 1).
Preclinical investigations that involved using
pharmacologic strategies to reduce revascularizationinduced HT have provided indirect evidence of the
changes discussed above. These strategies included
hypothermia, free radical–spin trap compounds,
platelet inhibitors, and MMP inhibitors.22 In male
rats with MCA occlusion, it was suggested that rtPA–mediated mortality in delayed reperfusion is associated with early opening of the BBB.23 Closure of
the BBB with MMP inhibitor (BB-94) given before
r-tPA treatment reduced mortality, suggesting that
this treatment might reduce the risk associated with
thrombolysis.23
NVUs are also niches for neural stem/progenitor
cells in the adult brain. Within the NVUs, newly
born, immature neurons closely associate with the
remodeling vasculature.24 Preclinical studies have revealed that brain injury induces neurogenesis (the
generation of new neurons) and angiogenesis (the
growth of new blood vessels). Agents and manipulations that boost angiogenesis or neurogenesis may
promote functional recovery after brain injuries.25
This suggests that the manipulation of endogenous
neural precursors and endothelial cells may be potenNeurology 79 (Suppl 1)
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Figure 4

Blood-brain barrier disruption in acute ischemic stroke
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Immediately post intra-arterial thrombolysis head CT (A) shows a new area of hyperdensity
within the left lentiform nucleus (a). Fourteen hours postprocedure head CT showed persistent hyperdensity, loss of gray–white differentiation in the left parieto-temporal convexities, and effacement of the left lateral ventricle (b). Follow-up head CT scans at 36 hours
and 60 hours showed persistent hyperdensity in the left putamen, suggesting contrast
extravasation with increase in cerebral edema and midline shift (c, d). Head CT immediately
post intra-arterial thrombolysis (B) shows a hyperdensity in the right putamen (a), which
resolved completely on a repeat head CT performed 16 hours postprocedure (b), suggesting contrast enhancement.

tial therapy for brain injury,26 and therefore future
experimental studies need to explore the BBB as a
potential target for such therapies.
DISCUSSION BBB changes during ischemia and
reperfusion are dynamic and complex. An understanding of these BBB changes in acute ischemic
stroke could lead to better patient selection as well as
safer and potentially improved clinical outcomes
with existing therapies such as thrombolysis (IV and
intra-arterial) and mechanical thrombectomy.
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